				

Astronomy’s fourth annual

Star Products
Innovative designs, technological breakthroughs,
and great values continue to wow us in 2013’s
best 35 products. by Phil Harrington

E

ach year, Astronomy’s editors scour the
astronomical marketplace to present to you
innovative merchandise that deserves the
title of “Star Product.” As in the three previous
years, manufacturers created many worthy items,
and trying to come up with a short list was a challenging task. But the 35 creations cataloged here
represent what the magazine feels are the best of
the best in 2013. Products appear in alphabetical
order by manufacturer.

Phil Harrington is an Astronomy contributing editor and author
of Cosmic Challenge: The Ultimate Observing List for Amateurs
(Cambridge University Press, 2010).

Aerolite Meteorites Meteorite
Men Meteorite Hunting Kit

1

APM Telescopes Doublet ED Apo 152
f/7.9 OTA

Large telescopes always
attract a lot of attention, and
APM’s new 6-inch doublet
refractor is no exception.
APM manufactures the two
elements in the objective
lens from extra-low dispersion glass to minimize chromatic aberration when viewing
bright objects. The company also optimizes the lens cell to prevent pinching due to temperature changes between 5° Fahrenheit and 100° F (–15° Celsius and 37.8° C). Standard accessories
include an oversized rack-and-pinion focuser with 10-to-1
microfocusing, adapters, a Losmandy-style dovetail, and a
carry case.

Astroclosets Astrocloset
No question, an observatory makes owning and using a large
telescope so much easier. But maybe you don’t have the room or
the funds for a domed or roll-off roof building. Enter the Astrocloset, a roll-away shelter you can erect on a deck or concrete
pad. Simply unlock the four anchors, push the aluminum housing away from your scope along a set of rails, and you’re ready to
go. The standard Astrocloset measures 4 feet by 4.5 feet by 8 feet
(1.2 by 1.4 by 2.4 meters), but custom sizes are also available.

Collecting meteorites has become a popular aspect of our hobby.
While most people buy them from dealers, you may prefer hunting for them yourself. Here’s the perfect way to start, with a little
help from Geoff Notkin, co-host of the Science Channel series
Meteorite Men. Notkin’s field kit comes
with everything you
need to get started,
including a digital
field scale, an illuminated loupe, a strong
pull magnet, specimen bags, and even a
first aid kit, all in a
custom case.
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2

3

Astropix.com A Guide to
DSLR Planetary Photography

4

This entry is an e-book written by renowned astrophotographer Jerry Lodriguss. Sold as a CD-ROM, Lodriguss’ guide
describes how he uses “Lucky Imaging” techniques to create
high-resolution photographs of lunar craters, sunspots, and
planetary detail from video taken with a DSLR.

Canon EOS 60Da

Celestron Cavalry 15x70 Binocular

The company may have marketed this unit toward hunters,
boaters, and law enforcement and military personnel, but it
also has all the right stuff for stargazers. Priced well under
$200, the binoculars include BaK-4 prisms and fully multicoated optics for excellent light transmission. Celestron also
waterproofed and nitrogen-purged the
barrels to make sure those views
don’t disappear due to
internal fogging.

5

Canon designed its latest
DSLR camera, like its predecessor, the 20Da, specifically with astrophotographers in mind.
The company installed a special infrared filter in front of its
18-megapixel CMOS chip to boost sensitivity to the red
Hydrogen-alpha light from emission nebulae threefold compared to a regular DSLR.

Celestron Advanced
VX Mount

7

Celestron StarSense AutoAlign

8

Remember when you had to initialize your Celestron go-to
telescope by aligning it to two reference stars? That’s so 2012.
By inserting a small digital camera into the telescope’s focuser
and pressing the “Align” button on the accessory’s hand controller, Celestron’s StarSense AutoAlign synchronizes your
telescope to the sky in just three minutes. Best of all, the unit is
compatible with many older Celestron go-to mounts, including
the CG-5GT, NexStar SE, CPC, and CGEM series.

6

This German equatorial mount is the successor to
the company’s popular CG-5 series. It offers
sturdy support for telescopes weighing up
to 30 pounds (13.6 kilograms). Making a
good thing even better, the Advanced VX
Mount incorporates All-Star Polar Alignment, higher-torque motors, permanently programmable periodic error
correction for improved tracking performance, and a wider latitude range
(between 7° and 77° north or south
latitude).
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9

Denkmeier Binotron-27

This company took a product that
was already great and made it even
greater. Improvements include
27mm aperture prisms for full-field
illumination, redesigned eyepiece
holders that allow the user to collimate the binoviewer easily, a rubber-coated
housing for better grip, and the ability to view
at three different magnifications using the same
set of eyepieces.

DobHut Observatory
DobHut

iOptron SmartEQ
Portable GOTO GEM

10

Here’s a product designed specifically for large-aperture Dobsonian
telescopes that need panoramic
and horizon-to-zenith views. With
a counterbalanced fold-off roof,
you can open a DobHut in less
than two minutes. Collapse only
the walls that are in the way to
view a particular area of sky, leaving the rest intact to block light
and wind. The larger of the two
DobHuts measures 12 feet square (3.7 meters square). All parts
are prefabricated in Minnesota.

iOptron SkyTracker with Polar Scope

12

Engineered to support telescopes up
to 11 pounds (5 kilograms), iOptron’s new German equatorial
mount is ideal for visual observing
and wide-field astrophotography.
The included Go2Nova Hand Controller, with its large LCD screen and
preprogrammed database of 59,000
objects, makes it easy to navigate
your telescope across the universe.

ISTAR Optical Ares WFT 150-5 R30
Anastigmatic Comet Hunter

13

Wide-field telescopes offer some of the most aesthetically pleasing views of the sky, and this refractor from ISTAR Optical is no
exception. The WFT 150-5 uses an oversized 6.1-inch doublet
objective lens stopped down to a 5.9-inch clear aperture. The
result is an f/5 system that reduces chromatic aberration by a
third over a traditional achromatic lens. The scope comes with a
2.5-inch dual-speed, fully rotatable
Crayford focuser and includes 1¼"
and 2" brass compression ring
adapters as well as a dew shield.

11

Capturing guided images of the night sky is one of the most
popular aspects of our hobby. Unfortunately, the equipment
needed can be both expensive and cumbersome. But not iOptron’s SkyTracker camera mount. When you attach it to a tripod and align it with the celestial pole, this super-portable
motorized mount lets you take long exposures of the starry sky.

JMI Telescopes Medium Size
Universal Wheeley Bars

Moving a heavy telescope can be a grueling chore unless you have it on a set
of Wheeley Bars from JMI. Sold in several sizes, Wheeley Bars can hold telescopes weighing up to 100 pounds (45.4
kilograms). Each adjusts to hold tripod legs securely as you
move the telescope about. Your back will thank you.
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14

Knightware Deep-Sky Planner 6

15

This software is a great tool for letting you formulate what you
want to view before heading outside. Cross-referencing six popular star atlases and incorporating searchable
data on 841,000 deep-sky objects from 26
catalogs, Deep-Sky Planner 6 will generate
customized finder charts and even aim your
go-to telescope to preselected targets to maximize your time at the eyepiece.

Meade Instruments
LX600-ACF 10" f/8

Meade Instruments MAX 20" ACF f/8

16

Looking for an advanced telescope system designed with
astrophotography in mind?
Meade’s LX600 series may
include just the one
for you. Available
in four apertures
(up to 16 inches),
the LX600’s
Advanced ComaFree optics promise pinpoint star
images across the
field of view,
while the state-of-the-art
fork mount features Meade’s new StarLock precision tracking
system and the AutoStar II computerized hand control.

Meade Instruments
LX850-ACF 12" f/8

17

Meade also offers its LX850 line
of telescopes with StarLock
technology. You can get
the LX850 with a
choice of four optical
tubes (three catadioptric scopes and one refractor) as well as a separate
mount for attaching your
own telescope. In each
case, a piggybacked 80mm
f/5 instrument and a twocamera system work together
to automatically lock onto and
then guide on a field star as faint
as 11th magnitude.

18

Meade’s 20-inch f/8 Advanced Coma-Free instrument
comes mounted on the company’s newly redesigned MAX
20" ACF equatorial mount. Like the smaller LX600 and
LX850 models, this mount includes StarLock find-and-track
technology. That combined with the telescope’s ultra-high
transmission coatings make
this an ideal instrument for
advanced astrophotography as well as for
research projects at
the university level.

19

Oberwerk 45° 70mm
Binocular Telescope

The company introduced this product in the fall of 2012 as a
lighter, downsized version of its flagship 100mm binocular
telescope. While far less expensive, this kid brother shares
many of its sibling’s finer qualities, including air-spaced triplet
objective lenses, BaK-4 prisms, fully multicoated optics, and,
best of all, interchangeable 1¼" eyepieces.
Views are wonderful.
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Olivon 80° ED Wide Angle Eyepieces

20

With a black-matte finish, foldable rubber eyecups, fully multicoated optics, and a textured grab ring around their barrels,
these eyepieces are an excellent bang for the buck. Five focal
lengths — 11mm, 15mm, 16mm, 20mm, and 30mm — span
the low- to medium-power range popular among observers.
The 11mm and 15mm models
come with 1¼" barrels, while the
others fit 2" focusers.

Opticstar DS-616C XL

Orion Telescopes & Binoculars
RedBeam USB LED Keyboard Light

Many of us bring a laptop out to the telescope at night. But trying to aim a flashlight onto the keyboard while entering commands and data can be a real pain. Thanks to this observing
light, you can take that flashlight out of your mouth once and
for all. Plug this flexible, goose-necked light into a USB port,
and twist it to exactly where you need it. Three
brightness settings help set the mood.

21

This CCD camera has Sony’s 6.1-megapixel ICX413AQ CCD
chip at its heart. You can attach it to a standard 2" focuser or to
a T-threaded ring adapter for use with traditional camera
lenses. Thanks to the company’s Thermo-Electric
Cooling design and noise
suppression, the DS-616C
XL enjoys 50 percent
greater sensitivity than
many other cameras that
use the same chip.

Orion Telescopes & Binoculars
Atlas Pro AZ/EQ-G Computerized
GoTo Telescope Mount
If you’re looking for a sturdy computerized telescope mount on a reasonable
budget, then Orion’s new model is a
worthy contender. This versatile
mount is actually three in one. In
equatorial mode, it can hold
one telescope weighing
up to 44 pounds (20
kilograms), while in
alt-azimuth mode, it
can support one or
two separate telescopes.
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23

Orion Telescopes & Binoculars VersaGo
III Micro-Motion Altazimuth Mount

22

Finding a simple grab-and-go mount that’s both sturdy and
convenient can be a challenge for visual observers.
Orion’s new alt-azimuth mount satisfies both
needs. Made of solid die-cast aluminum,
the VersaGo III has enclosed bearings for
smooth movement as well as slow-motion
controls for fine adjustment. And since the
mount’s arm can be set at 90°, 60°, and 30°,
most attached telescopes can point anywhere from horizon to zenith without hitting an obstruction. All this versatility
comes on a sturdy stainless steel tripod.

24

Santa Barbara Instrument Group
STF-8300M

25

This monochromatic CCD camera produces high-resolution
results thanks to its 8.3-megapixel Kodak KAF-8300 full-frame
chip. The lightweight, all-metal camera body has a built-in
mechanical shutter and accepts C-mount and standard 35mm
Nikon lenses with adapters, sold separately. Users also can program optional filter wheels in advance for hands-off image
acquisition.

Skylight Telescopes AR101/15

This achromatic refractor combines old-world charm with
21st-century technology to offer a great instrument. With its
4-inch f/15 objective lens designed and supplied by Tele Vue,
the AR101/15 promises to be second to none optically. But
that’s only half of it. The premium version also includes a
Starlight Instruments Feathertouch focuser, a brass grab
rail, and a brass counterweight system, making it as much a
piece of art as it is a usable instrument.

Sky-Watcher Virtuoso Versatile Mount

26

Software Bisque Pyramid Portable Pier

28

This support structure may weigh only 20 pounds (9.1 kilograms), but it is strong enough to support up to 250 pounds
(113.4kg) of telescope and mount. Designed specifically for the
company’s monstrous Paramount MX Robotic Telescope
Mount, the pier features a rotatable mounting base, leveling
knobs to handle uneven terrain, and a built-in accessory tray.

Stellarvue SV160

29

Jon Talbot’s review of this apochromatic refractor in Astronomy’s March 2013 issue made it clear that this scope, Stellarvue’s
largest, is outstanding for photography and visual viewing
alike. At f/8, the 6-inch air-spaced triplet objective creates stunning high-powered views of the planets. But it’s also fast and
large enough for imaging faint deep-sky objects.

27

Have you seen those dazzling time-lapse videos of stars rising and setting as the camera
slowly pans across the sky? Now you can create those same effects with Sky-Watcher’s dualaxis motorized tabletop mount. The Virtuoso comes with a 3.6-inch Maksutov telescope, which
you can remove and replace with a camera platform designed to hold just about any modern-day
digital camera or camcorder. Built-in controls let you program pan rates as well as the shutters
of Canon Rebel EOS DSLR cameras.
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Vixen Optics GPD2 Equatorial Mount
Takahashi FC-76DC

30

With the name Takahashi brandished on the tube, good
things can come in small
packages. And this
3-inch f/7.5 apochromatic refractor is no
exception. Textbook-perfect views
are in store for owners of this 4-pound (1.8
kilograms) scope thanks
to its two-element, air-spaced objective. Takahashi combines a
rear lens element of fluorite with a front element of “eco-glass”
to produce views that are unrivaled in quality.

Tele Vue Optics 4.5mm Delos

We all complain about light
pollution, but, really, how
bad is it where you are?
Now, you can find out
objectively with this skyquality meter. The SQM,
designed by Canadian
astronomers Doug Welch
and Anthony Tekatch, measures the brightness of the
night sky in magnitudes per
square arcsecond. You can
record the results manually
or archive them using the
provided software.
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This Japanese company began a trend in
German equatorial mounts in the
1980s when it came out with the
Super Polaris. That evolved into
the Great Polaris, and now into
the GPD2 mount. The GPD2 features solid steel axes; brass worm
gears; a built-in, illuminated
polar-alignment scope; and a
dual-axis motor set. The
mount’s maximum
load rating is 35
pounds (15.9
kilograms).

31 Vixen Optics Sphinx SXD2

34

Equatorial Mount

Once again, Tele Vue joins our list with a new
addition to its outstanding Delos line of eyepieces. This 4.5mm focal length features a
1¼" barrel, a 72° apparent field of view, a comfortable 20mm of eye relief, and unparalleled
sharpness. What results is a breathtaking highpowered view unequaled except through
another Tele Vue eyepiece.

Unihedron SQM-LU-DL

33

32

Maybe you need a heavier duty mount
than the GPD2. If so, the company’s
sophisticated SXD2 mount might be
just the thing. Sharing many
design similarities with the GPD2,
the SXD2 can support up to 50
pounds (22.7 kilograms). The SXD2
can also accept Vixen’s state-of-theart STAR BOOK TEN computerized telescope control system.
The STAR BOOK TEN’s highdefinition color control screen
displays customizable star
charts as well as many
useful control functions.

William Optics GTF81 5 elements APO

The final item on our list is a refractor that’s one of the most
optically sophisticated scopes on the market today. Its objective lens system incorporates five separate lens elements set in
two groups. With some elements made of FPL-53 extra-low
dispersion glass, chromatic aberration is nonexistent. The
second lens group also functions as a field
flattener. That all but eliminates edge
distortions such as coma. The
standard focuser, which accepts
both 1¼" and 2" eyepieces, has the
company’s integrated
Digital Display
Gauge that lets you
precisely return to
previous settings.
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#

company

Product

Price

Website

1

Aerolite Meteorites

Meteorite Men Meteorite Hunting Kit

$75

www.aerolite.org

2

APM Telescopes

Doublet ED Apo 152 f/7.9 OTA

€3,990

www.apm-telescopes.de

3

Astroclosets

Astrocloset

$2,995

www.astroclosets.com

4

Astropix.com

A Guide to DSLR Planetary Photography

$39.95

www.astropix.com

5

Canon

EOS 60Da

$1,499

www.usa.canon.com

6

Celestron

Advanced VX Mount

$799

www.celestron.com

7

Celestron

Cavalry 15x70 Binocular

$159.95

www.celestron.com

8

Celestron

StarSense AutoAlign

$329.95

www.celestron.com

9

Denkmeier

Binotron-27

$1,399

www.denkmeier.com

10

DobHut Observatory

DobHut (12 feet square [3.7m square])

$3,395

www.dobhutobservatory.com

11

iOptron

SkyTracker with Polar Scope

$399

www.ioptron.com

12

iOptron

SmartEQ Portable GOTO GEM

$399

www.ioptron.com

13

ISTAR Optical

Ares WFT 150-5 R30 Anastigmatic
Comet Hunter

$2,121

www.istar-optical.com

14

JMI Telescopes

Medium Size Universal Wheeley Bars

$249

www.jmitelescopes.com

15

Knightware

Deep-Sky Planner 6

$72

www.knightware.biz

16

Meade Instruments

LX600-ACF 10" f/8

$4,499

www.meade.com

17

Meade Instruments

LX850-ACF 12" f/8

$8,999

www.meade.com

18

Meade Instruments

Max 20" ACF f/8

$35,999

www.meade.com

19

Oberwerk

45° 70mm Binocular Telescope

$850

www.oberwerk.com

20

Olivon USA

80° ED Wide Angle Eyepieces

$74 to $190

www.olivonusa.com

21

Opticstar

DS-616C XL

£999

www.opticstar.com

22

Orion Telescopes & Binoculars

Atlas Pro AZ/EQ-G Computerized GoTo
Telescope Mount

$2,299.99

www.telescope.com

23

Orion Telescopes & Binoculars

RedBeam USB LED Keyboard Light

$29.99

www.telescope.com

24

Orion Telescopes & Binoculars

VersaGo III Micro-Motion
Altazimuth Mount

$329.99

www.telescope.com

25

Santa Barbara Instrument Group

STF-8300M

$1,995

www.sbig.com

26

Skylight Telescopes

AR101/15

£1,360 to £2,150

www.skylightelescopes.co.uk

27

Sky-Watcher

Virtuoso Versatile Mount

$250

www.skywatcherusa.com

28

Software Bisque

Pyramid Portable Pier

$2,000

www.bisque.com

29

Stellarvue

SV160

$10,999

www.stellarvue.com

30

Takahashi America

FC-76DC

$1,949

www.takahashiamerica.com

31

Tele Vue Optics

4.5mm Delos

$370

www.televue.com

32

Unihedron

SQM-LU-DL

$249.99

www.unihedron.com

33

Vixen Optics

GPD2 Equatorial Mount

$999

www.vixenoptics.com

34

Vixen Optics

Sphinx SXD2 Equatorial Mount

$2,999

www.vixenoptics.com

35

William Optics

GTF81 5 elements APO

$1,249

www.williamoptics.com
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